
Advanced Design. Simple Success.
Designed for the emerging to moderate presbyope, this 
advanced multifocal lens features near, intermediate and 
distance corrections in a highly successful combination.  

The numbers couldn’t be clearer, 40% of the patients that 
walk through the average Eye Care Practitioner’s door are 
in the age range for presbyopia.  Having a GP multifocal 
lens design that you can rely on is fundamental to 
success.  With an 85% success rate the Metro Progressive 
is the clear choice for any practice.  

An aspheric base curve is the key design feature 
providing excellent vision at all focal depths both day and 
night while avoiding corneal molding and spectacle blur.  
The Metro Progressive has an effective power range of 
up to +2.00 diopters of add power and maintains natural 
binocular vision.  For patients that require more add 
power the Enhanced Metro Progressive can deliver up to 
an impressive +2.75 diopters.  

Both of these straight forward designs are meant to be fit 
empirically; therefore no fitting set is required. 

These designs can also be made with toric parameters for 
patients with significant astigmatism.

Start with the best, forget the rest, and achieve success!

Metro Optics…Always Ahead of the Curve.

The Metro Optics Advantage
• Simple Warranty Policy
• Free Standard Shipping
• Free Plasma Treatment on all GP Lenses
• No Hidden Add on Charges

The Most Successful 
MultiFocal on the Market
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“In a world where chair time and my time are at a 
premium, I find first fit and patient acceptance to be 
very high with your lens.

Computer workers and management personnel alike 
prefer the Metro Progressive over other modalities 
including monovision.  Being able to see clearly with 
both eyes at almost every distance (i.e. above your 
head on a nearby shelf ) takes a person back, visually, 
to their mid-thirties.  I find emerging presbyopes are 
the easiest fits with the low add powers.

The Enhanced Metro Progressive for the 50+ 
presbyope has really helped add to our satisfied 
patients.”
  William B. Bieker, O.D. 

  McAllen, TX


